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THE PRESIDENT'S
CORNER

HAR LAN STONE
As my two-year term as president draws to a close, I

would like to thank publicly all our elected and
appointed officers on behalf of you, the members of AHPS. In the

course of their duties, they have done much work behind
the scenes . Each has made unpublicized contributions to
your enjoyment of Swiss philately . Three I would like to
thank in greater detail for their exceptional efforts on
behalf of the society:

Dale Eggen, outgoing vice president, for many ideas
that helped keep me on my toes as president, and for gen-
tle persistence in pushing ahead a number of projects
over the past two years, in particular preparation of a
bibliography of all articles published by AHPS and its
predecessors in the United States back to 1939, organiza-
tion of a group to translate the recent Swiss handbook on
the Standing Helvetia stamps, and efforts to increase
AHPS participation in the national conventions and spring
meetings of the American Philatelic Society.

Dave Durham, outgoing Eastern Region director, for
conscientious work in overseeing the printing and mailing
of this monthly journal, often under extreme pressure to
make up time lost in the editing process, and for fre-
quently volunteering to handle a number of small but
time-consuming administrative problems and projects.

Felix Ganz, outgoing temporary editor, for stepping
in again to prepare this journal during the lapse between
"permanent" editors and, in the process, more than trip-
ling the amount of editorial material you have been re-
ceiving during the past year.

Finally, it's a pleasure to announce the following
appointments in addition to those I reported last month
and in September:

Howard Bauman will become slide programs chairman on
Jan . 1, replacing Carl Spitzer . He will be responsible for
mailing our programs to stamp clubs on request and devel-
oping new programs, utilizing his extensive photographic
experience . Howard's address is 511 Summit Drive, West
Bend, WI 53095.

Howard Riemann will continue as sales circuits mana-
ger, Bill Lucas as mail auctions manager, Dick Hall as
librarian and Dave Durham as publisher . As immediate past
president, I will also serve in the revived position of
publicity chairman.
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The Editor-to-be's Greetings!
Dear AHPS members:

While you are reading this issue of TELL, I will have started working as your

new editor on the January 83 issue . I volunteered for this "job" for a number of

reasons: Above all, stamp collecting has been one of my most favorite hobbies.

In addition, I am supposed to have plenty of time (since I decided a couple of

years ago to drop out of the corporate rat race .) Last, but not least, I got the

feeling that TELL was lacking a bit in substance of late . This isn't to say that

I am an expert in matters of Swiss philately, I never really had the time and

means for it and research isn't my strong side either . So, don't expect me to

whip out all these exciting articles . On the contrary, I am counting heavily on

you. I am sure that among the some 4-500 of you there is plenty of hidden

curiosity, knowledge, and talent to share with the other members when it comes

to Swiss and related stamps . Please step forward, even if it is only a sugges-

tion for a topic . I am a good listener and I can probably steer it in the right

direction . We are in dire need of a better dialog and I hope that you will

participate in great numbers in the months to come . As a first, I would like to

introduce a new column, something like "Letter to the editor", but we shall

call it COMMUNICATING IS HEALTHY . The column is meant for questions, answers,

opinions, top-blowing, etc . of shorter lengths for all those who - like me -

have a rough time getting the act together in writing longer feature articles.

We will do some more evolutionizing as the months progress, but I need to know

first, who we are and what we all collect . To that extend, you will find in the

January issue a 4-page questionnaire which I hope you all will fill out and

return to me rapidly for analysis . For your information, Felix Ganz, whose

typewriter is still red-hot from all the arduous work performed in getting out

the last few issues of TELL, promised to hang in there for a while longer and

act as Associate Editor (for lack of any better title .)

A few personal notes : I studied in Biel, Bern, and Stuttgart, worked in Paris,

London, Tokyo, New York, and Del Mar (San Diego) . Have dual citizenship, but

served in the Swiss army as Lt . with the reconnaissance troops . I live with my

wife Yvette and a few pets in the Mother Lode, about 30 miles south of the

original gold discovery site on "General" Sutter's property . I collect

Switzerland, Liechtenstein, but more as a generalist with nothing in my posses-

sion worth exhibiting. In addition, I collect France (do I miss that open air

bourse in Paris), Israel, Danzig, Berlin, Europa, and a few other minor areas.

In case you want to reach me over the next few weeks, my address is as follows:

P .O. Box 21, Fiddletown CA 95629 and the 'phone number is 209 296-5761.

I hope to hear from many of you soon . In the meantime, please accept my very

best wishes for a happy holiday season with your families.

Henry Ratz

P.S . I need to buy a copy of the new STEHENDE HELVETIA title . If anyone has an

extra copy and would like to sell it, please let ma know soon.

LAST-MINUTE FLASH FROM THE AWARDS CHAIRMAN:
Rudy Schaelchli reports that the Garfield-Perry Stamp Club
is looking for Swiss and Liechtenstein exhibits for their
93d show in Cleveland (APS "national") . For prospectus you
should write right away to : Dale R. Pulver, 7725 Beaver
Creek Dr ., MENTOR, OH 44060. AHPS awards will be available:
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ITZY - BITZIES FROM THE EDITOR PRO TEM
*Well, folks : this is the last Itzy-Bitzies from this editor

pro tern of TELL . Although my regular successor, Henry Ratz,
has asked me to be associate editor (and I accepted) he will
call the shots starting with the January, 1983 issue . There-
fore PLEASE address all your questions, articles, complaints
and suggestions from now on to him, at : POB 21, FIDDLETOWN
CA 95629 . -- It has been fun to pinch-hit for a while ; but
now it will be "Back to BACH", back to music and research,
and back to mounting parts of my collections (which have
been totally unattended since September:

• As long as we are at address changes, please note that ALL
correspondence to the AHPS circuits manager, Howard Riemann,
ought to go to this address : POB 60116, BAKERSFIELD CA 93386
as the "Canyon Country" is no longer valid, according to him.

• A new AHPS slide show, with about 70 pictures, will be avail-
able from our new slide chairman, Howard Bauman, Wisconsin
(address on inner front page) by about January 15, 1983 . It
has the title "The St .Gotthard Railway of
Switzerland, 1882-1982," and is based on this editor's attempt to create a
topical, thematic, or "Heimat" collection. Although the jury
at Chicagopex was more impressed with the material than with
the presentation (they said) the slide program should show,
to a collector interested in getting together something along
these lines, what all can, should, or must be considered for
a complete presentation . -- Currently the slide show is de-
layed by the need of getting a good slide of a letter or card
mailed from atop the St .Gotthard Pass and bearing a hotel-
post stamp from there . Even a slide with mint copies will do
as a starter ; so if you own such a piece, please cooperate:

*The article on the same St .Gotthard collection subject in this
issue is also meant to get AHPS members into collecting some
topic (which often means reorganizing parts of one's collection),

PLEASE NOTE THAT THIS ISSUE WILL BE THE SECOND LAST FOR YOU
TO RECEIVE UNLESS YOU HAVE MAILED IN (OR WILL NOW MAIL IN)
YOUR 1983 MEMBERSHIP DUES . Also see appeal from our treasurer.

*Attention Swiss "Militaria" collectors and exhibitors:
Polonus Philatelic Society of Chicago has decided to dedicate its
entire 1983 POLPEX show to the theme of "Military Mail of the
World," in honor of Polish king Jan Sobieski's victory, near
Vienna, over the Turks in 1683 . It would be nice to see a
World War Two Switzerland military exhibit there . So far re-
presented are Switzerland and the War of 1870-71, Military
Mail in Switzerland from 1900 to 1919, and Swiss World War I
Soldiers Issues (stamps) . Interested parties IMMEDIATELY con-
tact John S . Bobo, 1668 Sycamore Street, Des Plaines IL 60018
for an application form . 16-page frames are $7 . each . -- A
UN-New York show cachet cancellation also will be available.

For those who have perhaps overlooked the "Editor's Last Min-
ute Note" on the combined dues and ballot form in the Novem-
ber TELL, once more this : Ed Walton's translation of the Au-
jourd'hui 1982 STRUBEL book, and the book itself will be av-
ailable for $15. if you act NOW . Send check to editor pro tern.
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(more Itzy-Bitzies)
For this project to succeed we must have thirty (30) parti-
cipants -- and we must have them "the sooner the better ."
Therefore please do not dawdle if you are interested at all.

• Standing Helvetia Department: Pierre Guinand, one of the au-
thors of that magnificent "final word" book on Switzerland's
most researched issue, stated in a letter of mid-November
that he has discovered some very interesting pieces recent-
ly : a Z#72F, with postmark Rapperswil (not yet known from
that locality) and an until now totally unknown 71E printed
on the hand press . He also reports that the PTT, in the ex-
hibition at the Postal Museum, for the first time displayed
Standing Helvetia's original printing plates : He concludes
by saying "there will be room for a lot of supplements to
the book:"

•One of our Swiss recipients of
TELL tried to be humorous when
he sent us the item at right.
He called it "New US Cancel
Just Discovered -- a breath-
taking variety for our highly
special philatelic cabinet ;"
and went on to comment that the
latest marking of
USPSSP (United States Postal Snail's Pace
Service) seemed to be a CITO-
CITO (Latin: speedy-speedy)
mark more often seen 200 years
ago . Such mail had to be for-
warded day or night and deliv-
ered without delay to the ad-
dressee . He thinks that it is
nice that the USPS speeds up
its mail but wonders if the

•In defense of the USPS (Who?
TELL readers from savor-
ing two glorious "Sauer-
eien" perpetrated by some
Swiss postal employee in
a moment of temporary in-
sanity. Editor to be H.
Ratz "dedicated" them to
your editor pro tem's
postmark collections with
the admonition to give them proper care . We will round file:

If you have a son or daughter who will enter college next
fall, or be a full-time college student in 1983-84, AND if
you live in IL,WI,MI,IA,IN, send for a Swiss Benev .Soc .of Chi.
ug. appl. NOW, c/o your editor pro tem . $24,000 can be had ::

pictorial sign shown as
#2, also used in early times to show
postal messengers the awful end
they might risk by incurring
delays, will be introduced by
USPS as well	
Me?) we do not want to deprive
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SWISS C .O .D . MAIL , II
by Max Schio

The considerable confusion with having so many different cur-
rencies ended in 1852 (August) after over a year of exchang-
ing cantonal currencies which started in southwestern parts
of the country and came to a close in the northeastern can-
tons.

In this connection it might interest the reader of these ob-
servations that (including the former Bishopric of Basel and
the Helvetic Republic ' s coinage) 242 different coins (of 75
different denominations) were exchangeable altogether : If a
reader is interested in this aspect of Swiss history, it is
suggested he consult the Volkswirtschaftslexikon der Schweiz
(1889 ; volume II, p . 466 ff, heading "Münzwesen") . Author of
that entry is Edm . Platel, federal director of the mint who
is also known to philatelists in connection with the stamp
issues of 1882 (Standing Helvetia, and Cross and Figure).

If you tried to convert the postage of Fig .2 (November TELL)
into x r (Kreuzer), compare if you did it correctly : To the
COD amount of 33xr there were added 3xr for postage and fee,
and therefore 36 Kreuzer were collected, equaling 90 Rappen.

Postal (or printed to private order) stationery specially
created for COD mailings was introduced only much later ; but
wrappers, postal cards and imprinted envelopes could be used
for that purpose by adding the proper amounts instamps. Only
from 1907 (when printed-to-private-order stationery was made
available) specially designed and stamped entires were used
for. COD mailings.
Figure 3 depicts
such a piece,
imprinted with a 12
cts . Tell's head
(brown) stamp (Z
#127) . According to
the postal rate or-
ders of that period
the 10 cts. COD fee
was charged for COD
amounts up to 10 FR.
and added to the
printed matter rate
of 2 cts., inland.

Therefore it seems
rite possible (and also interesting) to attempt collecting
under the title of "COD Mail") a representative group of
entires, forming a pretty unusual exhibit due time. Figs.
4- 6 represent somewhat more unusual ern

	

suggestions for
such a collection.

Since the COD receipts (which at the same time were receipt
and proof for a payment made) usually were carefully saved
by the paying party, very numerous pieces can be found with
a little determination,.

And since the 1972 Zumstein catalogue, Switzerland special-
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ized, and successive bulletins of Mr. Schwarzenbach's Post-
geschichte,

Fig.4: 1866
COD letter,
Menznau toWillisau. Postage

5 cts.; registration 5 cts.
and fee 10 cts
about the
smallest pos-
sible expense
for such a
type letter:

Fig .5 : 1836 COD of
21 SFr ., collected
by postcard . Card
postage : 5 cts .;
COD fee 30cts.; 35
cts . postage paid
by Z 4 63Ad yellow
orange and Z # 66.
Mailed from Win-
terthur ZH to Lau-
terbrunnen BE .

Fig .6 : COD
telephone bill, 1917,
from Vallorbe of-
fice to Le Séchey.
Amount to be col-
lected : SFr . 277 .91;
printed matter
postage : 3 cts .;
COD fee (up to 300
SFr . : 80cts., paid
by overprinted 80
on 70 stamp.

now make it much easier to reconstruct respective rates from
Switzerland's federal postal system period (since 1850)

the puzzling aspect of many of these rates has now all
but disappeared, oven though postage rate changes and COD
fee changes did not always occur at the same date.
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erwin's mailbox
One subject which I am sure you could be helpful would be to say a few

words about "Kreidepapier" - plain chalk paper - How to recognize it,

and in what ways it appears different from ordinary paper, grilled pa-

per, or whatever .

	

Anonymous:

----------------------------------------------------------------------

I'm very indebted to Mr . Anonymous ; his suggestion suits me to a T, as

I was about to follow my article in November TELL . Naturally I know the

difficulties to identify the different papers and especially the plain

chalk paper is causing trouble ; but don't be afraid, it's not as bad as

that . You have to know the essential points to keep an eye on.

I hope my explanations will go a long way towards identifying the dif-

ferent papers . However, it isn't easy to illustrate with a few words

the trifling differences in appearance . To understand the explanation,

a reference copy would be of big help.

1908 up to 1933 - ORDINARY GRANITE PAPER . (Ref. copies Nr. 108, 109,136)

General aspect :

	

grayish paper, toned in the translucent stamp color.

The paper contains short silk fibers in blue and red.

Mat, dark colors.

Gum :

	

First issues - smooth surface, crackled by age.

Grainy surface, mostly diagonally lined structure.

Cancel dates :

	

1908 to 1933.

1933 up to 1942 - GRILLED CHALK PAPER . (Ref. copies Nr. 195, 196, 197)

General aspect :

	

clear white paper with blue and red fibers . Clear

bright color, differing from the first issues.

Gum & Paper :

	

Grilled as illustrated in TELL of November, 1982.

Cancel dates :

	

1933 to 1942.

1940 up to 1942 - PLAIN CHALK PAPER . (Ref. copies - one of the 7 val .)

General aspect :

	

Same paper as the preceding issue without grilling.

Clear white and same color shades.

Gum : Clean glossy surface, watermark is visible with the

naked eye . Typographed illustration appears in re-

lief on the gum side.

Cancel dates :

	

1941 to 1942.

Insist on cds with readable year to be on the safe

side, but take note of grilling.

Attention : Antedated cancellations exist.

This plain chalk paper was very hard to separate . Used copies of the
Nrs . 113y, 140y, 141y, 163y and 164y with faultless perforations de-

mand

	

a premium of 50%.

----------------------------------------------------------------------

MY WISHES FOR 1983 	

QUESTIONS, AND QUESTIONS TO MAKE THINGS HUM:

AUF DER MAUR AARBERGERGASSE 19 CH 3011 BERN SWITZERLAND
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DANIEL J. GABATHULER

Liechtenstein Issue of December 6th, 1982 - "Famous Visitors II"

40 Rp. EMPEROR MAXIMILIAN I (1459-1519)

Maximilian I was born in Vienna March 22, 1459 . He succeeded hie
father, Friedrich III, as Emperor in 1493 and during his lifetime the
influence of the House of Habsburg was greatly extended
and strengthened . As monarch he was known for his great
personal bravery as well as for his warm-heartedness and
was loved and respected by his people . Because of his
chivalrous character he became known as "The last of the
knights" and it was during one of his many military
ventures that his presence was documented at Schloss
Gutenberg on June 29, 1499 . After his death January 11,
1519, his name became a legend among the people and for many gener-
ations stories as numerous as they were flattering were related
about his colorful career . His grandson Charles, who was already
King of Spain, succeeded him as Emperor Karl V and is recorded by
history as perhaps the most successful and illustrious of Habsburg
rulers . The picture used on the stamp was adapted from a group
portrait of Maximilian and his family by Bernhard Strigel that is
presently in the collection of the Ferdinandeum at Innsbruck.

70 Rp . GEORG JENATSCH (1596-1639)

Jürg (or Georg) Jenatsch, Swiss historical figure, was born at Samaden,
Graubünden in 1596, son of a pastor of the Reformed Church . His

portrait on this Liechtenstein stamp appears to be
the same as that on the Switzerland 1 .20 Fr. stamps
of 1941 and 1958 . According to the Liechtenstein
Stamp Design Office the picture is from a painting
in Reichenau Castle, Graubünden . At a time of extreme
dissension between religious factions inGraubünden
during the earlier part of the 17th Century the
country was invaded by contending Austrian-Spanish

and French military forces who were interested in domination of the
mountain passes of the region for their strategic value . Although
pastor of a parish, Jürg Jenatsch changed his clerical attire for that
of a warrior and actively led resistance to the foreign occupation
while also fighting against oppression of the people by certain nobles
of the area . It was due in great part to his energetic efforts over a
period of years that the land eventually recovered its independence.
In the Spring of 1637 Jürg Jenatsch participated in negotiations at
Schloss Gutenberg which helped restore peace in Graubünden . On the
night of January 24, 1639, Jenatsch celebrated Carnival in Chur by
attending a banquet at the Gasthaus "Staubigem Hüetli" . Here he was
stabbed to death by a masked assassin . Accorded a hero's burial in
Chur, his murderer was never apprehended or identified.
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Liechtenstein - "Famous Visitors II" (continued)

80 Rp . ANGELIKA KAUFFMANN (1741-1807)

Born October 30, 1741 at Chur, Angelika Kauffman
was a child prodigy . Taught to paint by her father
who was a successful artist, at age 12 she painted
a portrait of the Archbishop of Como . At age 16
she helped her father decorate a church in Vorarl-
berg where she painted 12 life-size figures of the
Apostles . (She is known to have then journeyed
through Liechtenstein and is thought to have

stayed in Vaduz .) After busy years of painting and study in Italy
she went to London in 1766 and was a successful portrait artist
there for the next 15 years . In 1781, having married, she moved to
Rome where she remained the rest of her life . There she painted
the portrait of Goethe which is on the 70 Rp . stamp issued by
Liechtenstein in December 1981 . During her lifetime ehe produced
a prodigious number of paintings, as well as sketches, etchings
and engravings, and her works are displayed in major galleries all
over the world . She died November 5, 1807. The self-portrait that
appears on the stamp is from the collection in the Bündner
Kunstmuseum, Chur.

1 FR. FIDELIS VON SIGMARINGEN (1577-1622)

Born in Sigmaringen in 1577 as Markus Roy, he was
extensively educated in law and philosophy before
becoming a Capuchin monk at age 35, after which
he was known as Fidelis von Sigmaringen . In 1621
he was stationed at Feldkirch and became friendly
with the Austrian soldiers garrisoned at Schloss
Gutenberg where it is believed that he served
Mass in the castle chapel . In December 1621, the
kindly Father Fidelis was assigned as a missionary to thePrättigau
district of Graubünden which was occupied by Austrian troops . Local
residents bitterly hated the Austrian invaders and furiously
resented their sponsorship of the Capuchin missionaries . This extremely
explosive and terribly dangerous set of circumstances led to the
tragic death of the gentle Fidelis . While preaching at Seewis on
April 24, 1622 he was attacked by local residents and fled from the
church but was overtaken and killed. Sainted as a martyr, his
saint's day is April 24th . St . Fidelis is pictured on the stamp as
a Capuchin monk holding in his hand the club with which he was
slain . The design is from a portrait by an unknown painter which
is in the Capuchin Monastery at Feldkirch.

Liechtenstein - "Christmas 1982" - Issue of December 6th, 1982

The throe Christmas stamps picture sculpture from the
Altar in Chur Cathedral carved in 1492 by Jacob Russ.

20 Rp . Angel Playing the Lute

50 Rp . Madonna with Child Jesus

80 Rp. Angel Playing the Organ

D .J .G.
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VARIA
TREKKING BACK TO STAMPS HOW MILWAUKEE ONCE MORE . Ben Henson.

Swiss stamp collectors met during the annual STaMpsHOW '82
held in Milwaukee, on August 21, 1982 . Of the 14 persons in
attendance, eight were already members of AHPS . "How the
Swiss Collect Used Stamps", a slide show compiled by Felix
Ganz, was presented in lieu of the one originally planned.
Felix' good-natured presence and his willingness to narrate
the presentation without prior notice took the bite out of
the otherwise controversial nature of the written narration.
The show was received with good humor and a good discussion
followed ; and, YES, the Swiss ARE meticulous collectors:

During the Affiliates Luncheon (an important function I at-
tended as official AHPS representative as guest of APS) the
point was raised that the Affiliates' table could be more
productive, and this was exemplified by the notion that most
of the visitors to these APS stamp shows do not associate
the term HELVETIA with Swiss philately.

The bonus during this meeting was an exhibit by the Milwau-
kee Public Museum, just around the corner from the APS show,
of a collection of the Swiss Cantonal and early Federal Ad-
ministration stamps, including Scott Nos . I-13 . Though the
quality of the stamps might be considered average by Swiss
standards, it is possibly the most comprehensive assemblage
of the early classics of Swiss issues in the United States.
It is unfortunate that the exhibit was not publicized by APS.

AN INTERESTING NON-PHILATELIC BOOK ON SWITZERLAND . H . Stone.

Switzerland and Her Glaciers--From the Ice Age to the Pre-
sent. (Bern: Kümmerli & Frey ; 1981) is a very interesting
book . The printing is high quality and the photographs are
magnificent . The contents which describe the relationships
between glacier, climate and man throughout the past, the
present and the future, are organized as follows:

Traces of the Ice Age ; Climate following the Ice Age;
Historical Documents ; Recent Fluctuations of Glaciers:
Glacier Inventory ; Information Stored in Ice:

Destructive Power of Glaciers; Glaciers and Electric Power
Production ; Bibliography.

The 191-page book is available for $12 ., prepaid, including
postage (or $10 . if picked up in person) from Swiss Nation-
al Tourist Office, The Swiss Center, 608 Fifth Avenue, New
York NY 10020 . -- I enjoyed this volume very much.

VOLUNTEER(S) NEEDED:

AHPS has a tradition of being present at the annual American
Philatelic Society's exhibitions . The APS STaMpsHOW '83 will
he held in Pittsburgh, PA, August 25-28,1983 . We need an AHPS
representative for that show . Advantages are nice and the
task is not demanding . If interested please contact Ben Hen-
son, POB 114, Burlington VT 05402 . You must be an APS member.
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MORE VARIA

Gaudenz Müller of Zumstein ' s (we welcome the firm back as a
TELL advertiser) writes in the BernerZeitung ofNov.5, 1982
on the CORINPHILA AUCTION in Zürich (translated by F .Ganz):
Low Starting Bids -- High Results ; an Attraction for Pur-

chase-happy Collectors:
The week-long Corinphila Auction in Zürich disclosed once

again that modest estimates act as a stimulant for many
buyers; and thus the overwhelming majority of lots offered for
sale (over 10,000 altogether) exceeded the indicated esti-
mates by often sizeable amounts.
Many bidders, "lured" to the auction by the relatively low

estimates, often saw their dreams evaporate when the final
hammer's drop brought results that were higher by several
times than their original hopes (and estimates).
Of noteworthy interest also was the fact that not a sing-

le group of lots offered, if they contained items coming
from top collections, was less successful than any other,
regardless of their representing German States, classic Bel-
gium, Austria or Luxemburg, or even classic South America.
There were bidders for all categories -- either present, or
by mail.
Accordingly the results obtained were excellent for good

items, and incredibly to horrendously high for rarities.
The last auction day was reserved for Swiss lots, and en-

ormous crowds flocked to the Carlton-Elite
Hotel. When M.Uehlinger, a well-known philatelist from London, called off the
first few "cantonals" it became clear that top quality items
continue to bring high(est) prices . The first two Zürich 4s
realized 26,000 and 25,000 SFr ., plus 10% buyer's charges.

But pieces showing small flaws took a severe beating and
were acquired for an average of one-third of catalogue . On
the other hand similar stamps on cover found buyers for
prices double their estimate, and those two Zürich 4 lots
brought 52,000 and 40,000 SFr ., respectively:

AHPS chapter schedule

	

REQUEST : The editors of

Members of the Northern New Jersey Chapter No . 1 of the
TELL will appreciate, in

American Helvetia Philatelic Society convene on the third Tues-
day

	

the future, receiving
of each month (except July and August) at 8 p .m. in the Fair information such as the

Lawn Arts Center, 12-56 River Road, Fair Lawn, N .J .

	

one at left for inclus i on
The meetings are devoted to Swiss philately by means of in our bulletin (
addres- American Philatelic Society circuit books of Swiss stamps and ses on inner cover) so

covers, specialized catalogs, discussions, displays and swapping . " that they need not learnFor further information, write to the society . Box 261, Fair

	

f AHPS doings 	
elsewhere.Lawn, N.J. 07410.

of
HELP WANTED WITH CAMPIONE PROJECT

Ben Henson, POB 114, BURLINGTON VT 05401, ís interested in de-
veloping an inventory/catalogue of covers mailed from
Campione d'Italia, especially those mailed by registered mail.
Please send a clear photocopy of the cover(s) along with an
opinion if the coat-of-arms series is the first or second
printing (and perforation) . Owners' identity will be kept in
complete confidence. He hopes for a volunteer attitude in this
undertaking, but will on request refund postage and xeroxing
via mint U .S . postage stamps . -- Thanks for helping out.

TELL
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An interesting sideline to United Nati
ons Geneva (and equally that of UN-NY
as well as UN Vienna) collecting is the
attempt at acquiring the so-called show
cachets -- in the US usually blue and
for Geneva generally black in color.
These cachets are affixed to mail

brought by hand or sent in to cities or
towns where the United Nations Postal
Administration is represented at stamp
shows or major bourses . -- While UNPA
New York, for the last two or so years
has restricted the issuing of a special
cachet to those shows which coincide with a first day of is-
sue of a new United Nations stamp, UN Geneva and Vienna so
far have responded to most requests from shows where they
were represented with not only coming, but also furnishing a
special show cachet.
After mail has been treated in this manner, letters and

cards (or even printed matter) franked with U .N . stamps is
taken back to Geneva (or Vienna) and postmarked there at a
later date (which may be as late as two weeks after a shows)
After the cds of GENEVE has been stamped on (and special
services, such as registration, taken care of) the mail is
sent on the way to the eager recipient:
Pictured above (courtesy Linn's Stamp News ; article by Mr.

Conway, regular UN correspondent for that paper) is such a
cachet, announced extremely late for a conference on Nature
Protection . Also announced at the same late date was the
withdrawal of a previously announced UN cachet for a show or
meeting scheduled for Unterägeri, Switzerland (and it is as-
sumed that mail already sent in for the canceled event will
receive the Geneva imprint).

Pictured above are a number of more recent UN Geneva snow
cachet imprints (the custom started in 1972, with a now ex-
tremely scarce show cachet from Bordeaux, France), and by
the end of this year over
one hundred different show
cachets will exist ; and at
right are some examples
of regular UN Geneva date
strikes, of the type used
on philatelic and show mail.

Felix Ganz
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Welcome, New Mem bers !
NOTE : Numbers 2000- 2025 have been assigned or reserved for
firms, advertisers, or parties exchanging their bulletins,
etc . with A .H.P.S.
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Swiss PTT Issues Program
THIS IS THE SWISS PTT's ANNOUNCED PROGRAM FOR 1983:

February 17 ; PUBLICITY ISSUE I/83
20 : Centennial of Piscicultural Association
40 : Sesquicentennial of Zürich University
70 ; Centennial, Swiss Journalists' Assoctn.
80 : Centennial, Swiss Machine Industry Soc.

ADDITIONAL VALUES IN ZODIAC/LANDSCAPES ISSUE
170 : Cancer
180 : Leo

	

(Landscape subjects not yet an-

200 : Virgo nounced at time of this report)

70+30 : Special Postal Card for TEMBAL '83

May 3 ;

	

EUROPA '83 (Subject : Famous Inventions)
40 : Celestial Globe, by Jost Bürgi
80 : Rack and Pinion Railway, Nic .Riggenbach

May 26:	 PRO PATRIA '83; Continuation of Inn Signs
20+10 : Löwen Inn at Heimiswil (BE)
40+20 : Hotel zum Kreuz in Sachseln (OW)
70+ 30 : Sign of Gasthof Kanne (now at Lenz-

burg museum)
80+40 : Hostelry "Au Cavalier", St .George VD

SINGLE COMMEMORATIVE
40 : Sesquicentennial of Basel-LAND Canton

August 22 : PUBLICITY ISSUE II/83
20 : Bimillennium of Octodurus (=Martigny VS)
40 : Centennial of Swiss Canine Society
70 : Centennial of Swiss Cycle Associations
80 : International Year of Communications

SERVICE STAMPS
120 : New Value for Universal Postal Union ;UPU
120 : New Value forInternatl. Labour Office; BIT

Late November: PRO JUVENTUTE '82 ; Subject "Playthings"
20+10: Cooking Stove
40 +20: Rocking Horse
70+ 30: Doll
80+ 40: Toy Locomotive

NOTE : at long last the Pro Juventute stamps (the surcharge
of which goes for the support of needy children) will
feature designs matching the purpose of their being.

NOTE 2 : The total outlay for one copy each of the above 24
stamps and 1 postal stationery item comes to SFr .20.90
-- or just under $10 . ; not a serious expenditure for
any collector (unless you go in for FDCs, blocks of
four, mint and used, collection sheets, and whatever).

Details on all issues are expected in TELL's PTT advertise-
ments and in new issue information sent to all subscription
customers of the PTT, at Parkterrasse 10, 3030 BERN (Switz .)
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LIECHTENSTEIN
1983 STAMP PROGRAM

Details of the 1983 new issues program have been announced by the
Official Philatelic Service in Vaduz . A total of 20 stamps are to be
issued with aggregate face value of 18 .90 Swiss Francs as follows:

March 7

2 values "Europa CEPT" 40 Rp . & 80 Rp.
motif : Great Achievements of Human Intellect"

3 values "Fastnacht (Mardi Gras) Customs" 40 & 70 Rp . & 1 .80 Fr.

June 6

3 values "Landscape Paintings by Anton Elder"
40 & 50 Rp . & 2 .00 Fr.

4 values "International Year of Action and Remembrance"
motifs : "Protection of Shores and Stream Banks" ; "200 Years of
Air Travel" ; "World Year of Communication" ; "Help to Humanity"

20, 40, 50 & 80 Rp.

September 5

2 values Definitives

	

2 .50 Fr . Fürstin Gina
3 :00 Fr . Fürst Franz Josef II

December 5

3 values "Christmas 1983 " 20, 50 & 80 Rp.
designs : "Seeking Shelter", "Child Jesus" & "The Three Kings"

3 values "Olympic Winter Games in Sarajevo, 1984"
40 & 80 Hp . & 1 .80 Fr.

D. J . Gabathuler
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UPU to ease policy
on collectors' use
of official stamps
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NEW SWISS CANCELLATIONS



New Post marks, and Office Changes
Yes, there continue to be plenty of post office changes in
Switzerland : small offices disappear ; a few bigger towns get
additional facilities ; some adapt their names ; and a lot re-
ceive new "zip" numbers, for one reason or another. Here goes:

CHANGES OF NAME : 4900 Langenthal is now 4900 LANGENTHAL 1;
4900 Schoren (Langenthal) is now 4903 LANGENTHAL 3 SCHOREN
(both as of 10-1-82) ; on May 23, 82, 3612 Steffisburg Dorf
became 3612 STEFFISBURG 1, and 3613 Steffisburg Station
changed to 3613 STEFFISBURG 2 . At the same time 7203
Trimmis Dorf became 7203 TRIMMIS. And on 10-11-82 4142 Mün-

chenstein 3 Neue Welt changed to 4142 Münchenstein 3 ZOLL-
WEIDEN.

CHANGES OF ZIP NUMBER:

1227 Genève 24 LES ACACIAS to 1200 GENEVE 24 ; 3-15-82
1227 Genève 26 LA PRAILLE to 1200 GENEVE 26 ; 3-15-82
1210 Châtelaine to 1219 CHÂTELAINE ;

	

May 30 1981
1249 Avully to 1237 AVULLY
1249 Collex to 1239 COLLEX
1249 Puplinge to 1241 PUPLINGE
1249 Presinge to 1243 PRESINGE
1249 Choulex to 1244 CHOULEX
1249 Gy to 1251 GY
1249 Russin to 1281 RUSSIN
1249 Dardagny to 1282 DARDAGNY
1249 La Plaine to 1283 LA PLAINE
1249 Chancy to 1284 CHANCY
1249 Athenaz (Avusy) to 1285 ATHENAZ (AVUSY)
1249 Soral to 1286 SORAL
1249 Laconnex to 1287 LACONNEX
1249 Aire-la-Ville to 1288 AIRE-LA-VILLE "
1299 Commugny to 1291 COMMUGNY

	

"

This concludes a major changeover of "number-starved" Ge-
neva postal district No . I.

NEW CANCELLATION MACHINE : As of 12-6-82 at :3186 DUDINGEN
(GUIN )
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Attempting a Thematic/Topical Exhibit
By Felix Ganz

Since APS judges (one of whom I be-
came about two years
ago) are supposed to know about everything ex-
pertly, be fair to anyone, and ad-
vise others on how to improve an
exhibit (a combination of tasks
totally beyond the capacity of any
single person) I decided to try my
hand -- and luck -- at something
totally new to me in the way of collecting and showing : viz:
a topical, thematic, or maybe "Heimat" local exhibit.

Chicagopex '82 provided the impetus and challenge since the
show's theme was to be "Railway Mail Services" and also be-
cause AHPS would meet at that exhibition . Chicagopex
needed show theme exhibits, and thus the ambition grew to com-
bine personal knowhow, show motto, Swiss collecting, and the
love for railroad markings, plus the fact that the St .Gott-
hard line and tunnel appropriately turned 100 this year, in-
to a philatelic / commatelic display (stamps and cancellati-
ons) eventually named "The St . Gotthard Railway of Switzer-
land, 1882-1982 ." Ambitiously, three frames were reserved
and paid for (they grew to seven by show time, and should
have been ten or twelve as will be seen later), and search-
ing for materials could commence.

What COULD be shown? Stamps of course, depicting the rail-
road itself, or its trains ; maybe pictures of the pass it-
self and of towns along its and the railway's path ; RPO or
TPO mail ; railway station markings ; freight letters ; town
publicity markings . . . .and suddenly the project mushroomed!

An old set of trusted volumes, the Historic Geographic	 -
cyclopedia of Switzerland (in French ; 190 -1 09 provided

basic information on the Gotthard
pass' stratégie and historic
importance, informed on the prelimi-
nary discussions for a railroad
under the pass, and gave details
on the building of the actual RR
line -- all ideal information for
title page one (thematic exhibits
are supposed to have two title
pages : a general one and a second
one explaining the exhibit's org-
anization.)

The PTT's 1982 brochure issued as
advance publicity for the 1982
Gotthard railway centennial sheet-
let, also produced valuable in-

10 cts. imperf. from the formation and leads, and a bit of
1932 special PTT souv-

	

searching was rewarded with a map
enir book (600 issued) .

	

showing the entire main line,
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from Luzern to Chiasso, plus some of the northern and south-
ern branch linos (Bellinzona-Luino and B .-Locarno ; and Zug -
Arth Goldau).

Next task : digging in the own collections and unmounted mat-
erials to find what was and what was not there . Of course the
collection of stamps is mounted along totally different lines,
and so were various cancellation studies . As for stamps the
key piece seemed to be the 1932 souvenir booklet with panes
of one imperforate stamp each (of the set of three ; Z 191-93A)
which -- luckily -- had been acquired at auction two years
earlier . It also contained m (FD) and

	

blocks of four . Other
Swiss stamps showing scenes from the line and its anniversar-
ies, were Z329 a and b, 198 (including booklet pane, tote-
b& he, interspace) ; 205 y and z, the 1982 souvenir miniature
sheetlet, Pro Patria Z58, 62 and maybe 68, and of courseZ279
and 302 . But ; STOP : this last-named regular also exists with
overprints for the numerous UN offices in Geneva, and, stop
again, the regulars of 1934 and 1936 also exist with perfined
cross for official use . And how about the NABA sheet (1934)
which contains Z1981 And how about Pro Patria Z34 and36? And
how about the 1947 train jubilee stamp Z279 with the famous
"missing gantry pole"?

Should I show mint or used
or on cover, or all three?
Mint + used was selected,
plus selected covers. As it
turned outlater, topical
" brass " prefers mint unless
the cancel directly tiesin.

Postmarks . Were there any
directly related to tunnel
or line? Yes indeed, start-
ing in 1957 with the commemorative ones . And a couple of seem-
ingly unrelated cancels for a couple of RR exhibitions

yielded pictures of St.Gotthard locomotives. -- But now (big gasp):
how many stations along the line (there are 43 on the main
line alone) used RR station cancels on weekend mail? And 1-
most all could be documented, either by having a cds
with a "Stazione," or by using the station date strike on first class mail.

The material grew and grew, and the actual RPO markings of the
line had not even been pulled from yet another box . Among di-
verse finds that box contained one card with the very scarce
Bellinzona - Luino RPO marking, but the Bellinzona - Locarno
one, without hatch marks or bars, was located only on a cut-
out . It took the cooperation of two collectors in Switzerland
and one in Holland to secure that $3 item one week before the
show opened:

One of the RPO items was an envelope on which the corner card
read "Gotthardbahn. " Were there, and if so where, more pieces
of RR company mail? Three more came to light in totally dif-
ferent accumulations . Good : And then surfaced an Italian par-
cel card with a transit cds from the Italian p .o. inside the
Swiss RR station at Chiasso : That triggered yet another ex-
pedition to more boxes, to look for train freight arrival
cards, as well as postal cards with photo vignettes of pass
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or railroad . Not much turned up in these categories although
one picture postal card of the 1930s had a photo vignette of
Lago Ritom, the lake feeding the Gotthard line's power plant.
But suddenly the idea hit : how about the pre-railroad years?
Was there mail that was carried across the pass on foot or
by cart that was unmistakeably Gotthard mail? And in both
directions yet? Or maybe the picture of an old stage coach?
The latter was found in the form of the 1893 semi-postal card
issued in Zürich, and sure enough, the pre-Confederation col-
lection contained a few samples of "over-the-pass-mail" from
1810 to 1870, including one with a Lake Lucerne steamer p .o.
transit mark that belonged into the Strubel issue collection.

Picture postcards? Well, in a Swiss "Heimat" collection they
are a MUST . In the US they are barely tolerated unless they
are either on the title pages or f.ex . directly used on the
train they depict . But then : how to show the card's 2 sides?

Gradually, all materials became organized, and only one item
remained unobtainable : the hotel post label of St .Gotthard's
pass hostelry, mint or on cover. And now to the organization:

1) 2 title pages

	

2) Over-the-pass mail (5 p .)
3) Gotthard RPO items (15)4) Postal stationery (2)
5) Postage stamps (28) . That includes covers.
6) Special cancellations etc . (10)
7) Military St .Gotthard fortification items (2)
8) Publicity cds (5)

	

9) Station cds . (3)
10) Railroad station markings on first class mail (33)
11) Railway company items (5) ; and to conclude:
12) the St .Gotthard road tunnel of 1980 (2 pages)

Most of the pages had two, and many three covers on them (on
Scott specialty album pages) . Half of the exhibit was sent
off to a local upstate NY show where it received the grand
award ; but the complete exhibit, at Chicagopex, was awarded
but a silver-bronze plus the ATA "show-best" because, in the
eyes of the judges, the material -- commended for its com-
pleteness and quality -- appeared much too crowded on the
pages . No argument about that : it was (following rules of
international shows to cram as much good stuff as possible
onto each page :).

Oh well ; you win a few and you lose a few ; but the pleasure
derived from searching out, collating and mounting, and the
number of things learned while doing those three things far
outweighed any possible disappointment meted out by the ex-
perts . Interestingly, the public liked the exhibit, as evi-
denced by many questions and comments ; but according to APS
code you do not really produce an exhibit for the public but
rather for the perusal and rating by the professional experts
who know everything about anything (see start of this story).
As noted elsewhere a slide show on this topic will be avail-
able early in 1983, and it will be the only record of the ex-
hibit since the materials have already been stripped from the
pages and returned to the respective other collections
where they came from, or to the safe deposit box at the bank.

And now : if you are thinking of branching out and putting to-
gether a "Heimat" or topical/thematic Swiss collection, then
it is hoped that you will learn from the mistakes made here.
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Swiss Primer
FOR STAMP COLLECTORS AND PHILATELISTS

We continue with:

III :	 NAMES AND TYPES OF ISSUES:2 ; by F . Ganz

Is ANYONE interested in this page? If so let us a) : know; and
b) : have your questions . If nothing comes forward, we shall
stop this TELL feature after one or two more instalments.

STANDING HELVETIA, 1882-1907 . Also known as "Helvetia in
Oval . " The most researched, most complicated, and by far
most intriguing issue of Switzerland ever . In addition to
four distinctly different perforations this issue, with
denominations of 20, 25, 30, 40, 50 cts . and Fr . 1 & Fr .3,
is found on white and on granite paper, with watermark
large cross and with two different control marks cross in
oval, as well as with myriads of plate flaws,
varieties, reengraved types and retouches . Volumes have been written on
it -- the most recent, major one in 1982 -- and any col-
lector of this issue MUST abstain from Scott and utilize a
real, correct listing of the basic editions of this issue.

CROSS AND FIGURE (Cross and Cypher), the low values companion
issue of the Standing Helvetia series . Typographed, which
produc ed innumerable, small varieties such as broken frame
lines . Initially printed on some left-over white paper re-
mainders, then on granite paper with controlmark "bulky
cross, in roundish oval", then on granite paper with cont-
rol mark "slender cross in narrow oval," and finally on
paper with watermark large cross . Denominations are 2, 3,
5 (two colors), 10 (rose pink to aniline to brick red), 12
and 15 cts . (yellow or brownish lilac) . Scarce is the first
white paper edition ; extremely rare is the true orange-
golden 15 cts ., Z#63Ad. Equally scarce are some other hues
-- all described in specialized Switzerland catalogues.

With these two issues the period known as "Classic Switzer-
land Stamps" terminates . Everything since then is "modern."
ESSAYS ; ARTISTS' TRIALS, TRIAL PROOFS, ETC.
Of all "classic" issues of Switzerland there exist true
essays, color proofs, and such ; but of most of them one
encounters much more frequently bogus reprints, outright
fakes and, in the case of the Standing Helvetia issue, the
infamous Paris reprints, in dozens of colors, on dozens
of different papers, without watermark, imperforate . The
Paris reprints often are offered at auction, at totally
outrageous prices, and misrepresented as "essays". BEWARE:

PRO JUVENTUTE STAMPS: Stamps issued with a surcharge for the
benefit of children in need (literally : for youth) . Prog-
ram administered by the Pro JuventuteFoundation, a private
Swiss organization . Scott calls these stamps, sold at all
Swiss post offices "semi-postals", for reasons best known
to the editors only : These stamps always were fully valid
for postage within Switzerland at the denomination
printed on them, and internationally since 1921.
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BOOK MARKS BY DaleEggen

The perusal of a variety of publications has added, for in=
terested parties, the following philatelic articles to the
Swiss philatelic scene:

Auto Post

	

"The Mobile Post Offices of Switzerland," by P.
Vaughan. Helvetia Newsletter of Great Britain (HNL)
p . 17-18 ; March 1982 . In English.

Cancellations ; Postal Markings "Identification Numbers
and Letters on Swiss Date-Stamps, part V," by M.
Rutherfoord . HNL, p.3-4; January 1982 . In English.

"Nachlese zu den Zwergstempeln" (Swiss Dwarf
Cancellations revisited), by Paul L . Feser . Post-
geschichte, p .13-14 ; December 1981 (No.8). German.

Franchise Stamps

	

"A Memorable Meeting in London ." notes
on a talk and display by Felix Ganz on Switzerland's
Franchise Stamps, by G.W.Hubbard. HNL, p .21 & 22.

"Switzerland's Franchise Stamps," by Felix Ganz.
HNL,p.27-28 (April 1982) and p.37-38 (May1982), &

p .44 (June 1982) . In English.

Numerals

		

"über die Auflagehöhe der Nr . 84, 12
Rp. Zifferzeichnung 1906," by Max Schio. BBZ (Berner Brief-

markenzeitung) 1-1982 ; p .3 - 4 . In German.
Revenues

		

"Bicycle Tax Stamps in Geneva," a translation &
reprint from BBZ . HNL, p .22, March 1982 . In English.

Rayons

		

"Die Rotdruckwappen der Rayon," by Werner Städe-
li . . Postgeschichte, p .7-10 ; December 1981 (No .8).

Standing Helvetia "Presse manuelle et presse rapide, II,"
by Pierre Guinand . BBZ, p .1-3 ; January 1982 (French)

Postal History

	

"Kerzers -- Annexionsgelüste der Berner?"
Eine Ergänzung . (Annexion desires by theBernese? A
comment .) Marcel Kottelat in Postgeschichte, p.
11-12 ; December 1981 (No .85 . In German.

Postal Stationery

	

"'Ratgeber' für Ganzsachensammler ." (Ad-
vice for Postal Stationery Collectors) ; by Robert

Hürlimann (and quoting Dr . Ascher) . A variety of
basic information on the subject in Postgeschich-
te, p.15-17 . December 1981 (No.8) . In German.

Topical Help "Swiss Crossbow ; a Familiar Design used
on stamps since 1939," by Ernest Kehr . Stamp Col-
lector, February 1, 1982, p .13 . In English.

"Alpine Album," by Richard Hall.Stamp
Collector, February 15, 1982, p .24-25, and March
1, 1982, p.22 . Column deals with aspects of the
St . Gotthard Railway, tunnel and itstragedy, and
the centennial trip as shown by stamps, cancels, etc.

Quarterly Newsletter or the Postal History Study Group.
AHPS . Charles LaBlonde, Chairman and collator . In 1982 ap-
peared Nos . 18,19,20 . Info. from POB 264, Chelmsfd, MA 01824.
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THE A .H .P .S . AUCTION MANAGER ADMONISHES :
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